Abstract: paper presents some aspects regarding stuff motivation, beginning with people's needs, taking into account Maslow Pyramid, or motivation theories, the action way of motivational process, what do managers want VS what employees want, also about performances evaluation.
Introduction
According to Abraham Maslow's Pyramid people are characterized, taking into account their needs and position in society as follows: majority hunger/thirst -referring to physiological problems, after that, defense against dangers -security, acceptance inside the group -belonging or social stability in a community, virtues acknowledgementrespect and at the top, continuous development -meaning self involvement or self exceeding [3, 8] . The essence of this approach is based on 2 principles: -Regression principle: a satisfied necessity is a necessity that doesn't need a motivation anymore; -Progress principle: a necessity at a high level is activated only after the total or partial satisfaction of a basic necessity is achieved. A derivative theory from that of Maslow belongs to Frederick Herzberg, known as dual factors theory; the central idea of this theory is that the factors that provide satisfaction are different from those that provide satisfaction in labor. As discussion, there can be taken into account:
1. Hygiene factors that go to satisfaction (supra checking, money, job stability, social position). 2. Motivational factors that go to satisfaction (responsibility, acknowledgment, development, results achieving). There are other known theories of motivation such as [2, 3, 7, 9] Anyway a good approach is the study between 2 motivational principles: one based on "to be", and the other based on "to have -to posses". It exists a lot of people having a good reaction at "inward" aspects of the professional life, a good expression, an oral appreciation value more that a salary improvement.
Action ways in motivational process
In Table 1 management, demolition the old system and building a new one, change management, and keeping close to the team, being in permanent contact with people's needs, as quick or efficient actions.
What managers want -what employees want?
In Table 2 , based on criteria analysis, after a study made by Kenneth Kovoch, giving 1 to 10 points, there are presented the two position and expectations of managers and employees [3, 8] . Table 2 What managers think that employees want What employees really want 10 Good salary 5 9
Job stability 6 8 Promotion and development 4 7 Good work conditions 3 6
Exciting work 10 5 Discipline full of diplomacy 1 4
Loyalty from managers 8 3
Consideration for work done 2 2 Assistance in personal problems 9 1
Belonging feeling 7 It is very visible that there are different points of view about these visions: first of all, employees wish for an interesting job (10 points), in the same time managers give a medium priority (5 points), and a good salary, the top in the managers' point of view is quoted only with 5 points in employees' vision.
The 10 rules established by "classics of motivations" [4, 6]
1. Don't be afraid to make mistakes 2. Little risk, little benefit 3. Seek employees' ideas about their work. Nobody knows better what they have to do 4. Nobody has to be afraid of a subordinate's good idea 5. Always keep your promises 6. Behave towards others like you want them to behave toward you 7. Be aware always. Seek your subordinates' interests. 8. Don't lock yourself into an "ivory tower" 9. When you have got an information, be sure that it's correct, complete and significant 10. Delegate your attributes. In this way, you'll be freer and have more informed people around you.
Performances' evaluation
Great parts of a manager's problem today are the performances of the humans nearby. For a good and pertinent evaluation of a person, it is necessary to have information about individual attitude in organization, and to have answers to questions like:
-What kind of attitude is to be investigated? -When was, the first time, that this attitude was seen? -Who is directly affected by this attitude? -What happened at the first observation?
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-What was the evolution like: amelioration or worseness? -What was the attitude's effect on the team, project and organization?
The attitude key correction is equivalent to a change (directly or indirectly), and it is seen in the evaluation process. Here, we can establish the actual situation (more or less desired) and from there begins the correcting process of individual "education".
A good image about performances' evaluation is presented in table 3 (having some anecdotic aspects) [1, 3, 11] : This form of evaluation is a methodology, generally used, given in specialized literature. The aim of this managing process is to give chances to employees to see "where they are", to define for the employee the place and the role in company, and also to establish the path from the present to the future situation.
The generic questionnaire has several sections: 1. Employee's identification data ( function, professional background, total experience or only years in company, evaluation data, motivation; 2. Information about his achievements in the last 6 months ( number of projects in which he was involved, supplementary works, efficiency indicators, functions/attributes, appreciation given by the leader in regard with the performances); • rejection feeling of the one who feels "betrayed". The formulary used, contains appreciations about the manager's comportment, such as: he establishes a good, open communication; he encourages the team work; he listens people carefully; the tasks are very precisely specified in terms of time, budget, objective; he is example of honesty. -Regression principle: a satisfied necessity is a necessity that doesn't need a motivation anymore; -Progress principle: a necessity at a high level is activated only after the total or partial satisfaction of a basic necessity is achieved. Great parts of a manager's problem today are the performances of the humans nearby. A constant dissatisfaction is related to what one expects from people. For a good and permanent evaluation it is necessary to gather as much information about individual behavior in organization as possible: what kind of behavior is analyzed, when was it noticed for the first time, who was directly affected about this comportment, what has happened from the first appearance up to the present moment, things had a good or bad evolution, what are the behavior' effects upon the team, project, organization.
Conclusions
These are too many questions for a good manager!
